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Abstract:  
 
Spawning location and timing are critical for understanding fish larval survival. The impact of a 
changing environment on spawning patterns is, however, poorly understood. A novel approach is to 
consider the impact of the environment on individual life histories and subsequent spawnings. In the 
present work, we extend the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory to investigate how environment 
variability impacts the spawning timing and duration of a multiple-batch spawning species. The model 
is successfully applied to reproduce the growth and reproduction of anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) 
in the Bay of Biscay. The model captures realistically the start and ending of the spawning season, 
including the timing of the spawning events, and the change in egg number per batch. Using a realistic 
seasonal forcing of temperature and food availability derived from a bio-physical model, our simulation 
results show that two thirds of the total spawned mass already accumulates before the start of the 
spawning season and that the condition factor increases with body length. These simulation results 
are in accordance with previous estimations and observations on growth and reproduction of anchovy. 
Furthermore, we show how individuals of equal length can differ in reproductive performance 
according to the environmental conditions they encounter prior to the spawning season. Hatch date 
turns out to be key for fecundity at age-1 as it partly controls the ability to build up reserves allocated 
to reproduction. We suggest the model can be used to realistically predict spawning in spatially and 
temporally varying environments and provide initial conditions for bio-physical models used to predict 
larval survival.  
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1 Introduction1

The variability of the spawning success and the relationship between spawn-2

ing and recruitment are among the least understood aspects of the dynamics3

of fish populations. Bio-physical studies have largely contributed to improve4

our understanding of the factors that potentially control recruitment success5

(Werner et al., 2001; Gallego et al., 2007) by showing in particular how spawn-6

ing location and timing influence larval transport (Huret et al., 2007a) and7

how the inter-annual variability of the environmental conditions encountered8

by the larvae determines recruitment variability (Allain et al., 2007b). How-9

ever, spawning location and timing depend on the environmental conditions10

encountered by the adults (Slotte, 2001) and therefore are difficult to predict11

and to take into account in bio-physical studies.12

James et al. (2003) showed statistically that the longer the spawning sea-13

son for a population, the higher the probability to find suitable conditions14

for larval survival, and hence the higher the recruitment level. In the case15

of multiple-batch spawners, larger individuals spawn earlier and longer than16

small individuals (Parrish et al., 1986; Millán, 1999). Therefore, the study17

of the length structure of the population is of importance to understand the18

variability of the individual spawning patterns.19

The size of an individual remains however only a proxy for its spawning du-20

ration; for multiple-batch spawners, it is the amount of reserves available21

for reproduction that determines the number of egg batches an individual22

will spawn. To evaluate this amount is particularly challenging for multiple-23

batch spawners with indeterminate fecundity such as small pelagic species (e.g.24

Le Clus, 1979; Hunter and Leong, 1981; Motos, 1996). These species develop25

new batches of eggs during the spawning season ; fecundity and number of egg26

batches per season cannot be assessed prior to the spawning season unlike for27

species with determinate fecundity such as cod (Kjesbu et al., 1998) and her-28

ring (Kurita et al., 2003). Northern anchovy, Engraulis mordax (Hunter and29

Leong, 1981) and Peruvian anchovy, E. ringens (Cubillos et al., 2001) acquire30

part of the energy reserves for reproduction few months before the spawn-31

ing season, during the productive period. However, to predict the impact of32

the environment on the amount available at the time of spawning remains a33

∗ Corresponding author.
Email address: pecquerie@lifesci.ucsb.edu (Laure Pecquerie).
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challenge. The impact of environmental conditions on the reserve available for34

reproduction of an individual fish has been recently studied in a mechanistic35

way for cod (Jørgensen and Fiksen, 2006) and perch (van de Wolfshaar et al.,36

2008), which are determinate fecundity species. To our knowledge, such model37

for small pelagic species has however never been developed.38

In the present work, we aimed to predict the spawning duration and the num-39

ber of spawning events of an individual fish with indeterminate fecundity as40

a function of the environmental conditions it encounters. To this end, we ap-41

plied the Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) theory (Kooijman, 2000; Nisbet42

et al., 2000) to model individual growth and reproduction, with a focus on43

the reserves available for reproduction and the batch fecundity at the time44

of spawning. We extended the standard DEB model with a module for batch45

preparation based on the recent evaluation of the cost of an egg by Kooijman46

(2009). DEB theory has been successfully applied to a large range of marine47

taxa (e.g. van der Veer et al., 2001; Pouvreau et al., 2006; van der Veer et al.,48

2006; Maury et al., 2007; Bodiguel et al., 2009). It makes explicit use of mass49

and energy balances and covers the full life cycle of an individual (Kooijman,50

2000). This theory provides a conceptual and quantitative framework to quan-51

tify jointly growth and reproduction of an individual given seasonally varying52

food and temperature conditions.53

We applied the model to the Bay of Biscay anchovy (E. encrasicolus) that can54

spawn twenty times per season on average (Motos, 1996). Allain et al. (2003,55

2007a,b) studied larval transport in the Bay of Biscay with a particle-tracking56

model and showed that larval growth and survival could be driven by the envi-57

ronmental conditions encountered by larvae along their trajectories. Although58

the average spawning pattern of the Bay of Biscay anchovy is well described59

(Motos et al., 1996; Motos, 1996), inter-annual variations in spawning loca-60

tion and timing, i.e. the initial conditions of the larval drift model, remain61

unknown. Hence, the development of a mechanistic approach to study the62

factors that potentially generate inter-annual variations in spawning pattern63

is critical but remains challenging. We based our approach on the develop-64

ment of a model that reproduces known patterns of growth and reproduction65

in fish in general and for our case study in a realistic seasonal environment.66

Then we assessed the ability of the model to reproduce the observed variabil-67

ity of length and condition among individuals to be able to analyze further68

the factors that generated different spawning patterns in our simulations.69

The standard DEB model as well as the features of the reproduction mod-70

ule that was implemented are first summarized. We then present the results71

for three different simulations. The first simulation was designed to validate72

the ability of the model to reproduce the average growth and reproduction73

patterns of an individual anchovy. The second simulation was designed to val-74

idate the predictions of the model under prolonged starvation conditions. The75
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third simulation aimed to quantify the impact of variable temperature and76

food conditions on the spawning pattern of a given population. We both stud-77

ied an inter-annual and an inter-individual variability in the temperature and78

food conditions. We finally discuss the consistency of our simulation results79

with observations on fish species with both determinate and indeterminate80

fecundity and observations on our case study.81

2 Model structure82

2.1 Standard DEB model83

The standard model of the DEB theory (Kooijman, 2000, 2001; Nisbet et al.,84

2000; van der Meer, 2006) describes the rate at which the organism assimilates85

and utilizes energy for maintenance, growth and reproduction as a function of86

its state and its environment (i.e. food density and temperature) (Fig. 1). The87

standard DEB model deals with one type of food, one type of reserve and one88

type of structure for an isomorph, i.e. an individual that does not change in89

shape during growth.90

[Fig. 1 about here.]91

An individual is described by three state variables: the structural volume V92

(cm3), the reserve energy E (J), and the reproduction energy buffer ER (J).93

Equations of the model are given in Appendix A. Reserve is continuously94

used and replenished, while structural material is continuously degraded and95

reconstructed as a result of somatic maintenance (Kooijman, 2000). Assimila-96

tion is taken to be proportional to the surface area of the structural volume97

and maintenance is taken to be proportional to structural volume. We further98

assume that reserve hardly contributes to physical length (i.e. the length we99

measured). So physical length L (cm) relates to volumetric length as follows:100

LV = δL, with δ the shape coefficient and LV = V 1/3 (cm). The rate pa-101

rameters depend on temperature (see Eq. 4 in Appendix A), but are constant102

otherwise. The transitions between the embryo and the juvenile stages, and103

between the juvenile and the adult stages occur at fixed lengths LV b and LV p,104

where the subscripts b and p refer to birth and puberty respectively. At birth,105

the individual starts feeding; at puberty, allocation to maturation is redirected106

to reproduction.107
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2.2 Specific handling rules of the reproduction buffer for multiple-batch spawners108

The model was original in two ways compared to the standard DEB model109

(Kooijman, 2000): (1) the reproduction buffer could be used as a source of en-110

ergy during starvation to pay maintenance costs and (2) the handling rules for111

the reproduction buffer were specified to reproduce a multiple-batch spawning112

pattern with indeterminate fecundity.113

The assumptions for the use of the reproduction buffer are detailed in Ta-114

ble 1 and the equation is given in Appendix A (Eq. 3). Covering maintenance115

requirements from the reproduction buffer in limiting conditions has been pre-116

viously applied by Pouvreau et al. (2006) to oyster (Crassostrea gigas). In the117

present study, it was a determinant component as it regulated the number of118

batches an individual could release during the spawning season. Use of the119

reserves allocated to reproduction to cover maintenance costs could typically120

occur during the bleak season prior to the start of the spawning season, but121

it could also occur during the spawning season. In this case, it was related to122

atresia, i.e. the resorption of vitellogenic oocytes in the gonads (Hunter and123

Macewicz, 1985).124

[Table 1 about here.]125

We developed simple rules to convert the energy stored in the reproduction126

buffer into eggs spawned in different batches during the spawning season (see127

equations in Appendix B). We used temperature as an external trigger to128

start batch preparation. We did not consider mechanisms for egg maturation129

but we aimed at reproducing a realistic batch spawning frequency during the130

spawning season. At spawning, the amount of energy spawned by the female131

depended on its structural volume. The energy content per egg, and hence132

the number of eggs per batch, depended on the state of the female. A female133

with a large reserve density [E] = E/V (J cm3) would produce eggs with134

a large amount of reserves. Therefore, two females of the same length but135

different reserve density will spawn the same amount of energy but the female136

with a larger reserve density will produce larger but fewer eggs. To end the137

spawning season, an internal trigger was defined: when reserves available for138

reproduction were depleted, the last batch was spawned and spawning ceased139

until the next season.140

3 Application to the Bay of Biscay anchovy141

The European anchovy E. encrasicolus is a small pelagic species with a short142

life span (4 years). In the Bay of Biscay area, adults spawn between March and143
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August with a peak in May-June (Motos et al., 1996) and rebuilt their reserves144

in late summer - autumn. Individuals grow fast during their first year and are145

mature after their first winter (Motos, 1996). The bulk of the population used146

to be composed of these age-1 individuals before the sharp recruitment decline147

the recent years (ICES, 2006). The small age-1 individuals spawn during the148

peak of the season, in May-June, while large individuals start spawning earlier149

in spring. Motos (1996) estimated that on average, an individual can spawn150

20 times per season.151

3.1 Data152

Data on spawning adults were collected during Ifremer’s spring pelagic acous-153

tic surveys PELGAS (Petitgas et al., 2003), which are yearly undertaken in154

May during the peak of the anchovy spawning season. The main objective155

of these surveys is to assess the biomass of small pelagic species in the Bay156

of Biscay. Individual data on length, weight and age are available for the pe-157

riod 2000-2005. Here, we considered the growth of the 2000 cohort (Pecquerie,158

2007). The juvenile data were collected during Ifremer’s autumn pelagic acous-159

tic surveys for juveniles, which were undertaken in 1999 and 2003 (JUVESU160

and JUVAGA, Allain et al., 2003; Petitgas et al., 2004). These data were used161

to calculate the average length- and weight-at age of an adult and the average162

weight-length relationship for a juvenile. This information, in turn, was used163

to estimate parameter values (see Parameter estimation section).164

3.2 Links between observations and state variables165

To calibrate and validate the model, we defined variables that can be compared166

with available data such as the weight and the condition factor of individual167

fish. These quantities contain information relative to both growth and repro-168

duction that we aimed to disentangle and interpret. In particular, we aimed169

to study the link between the condition factor and the energy available for170

reproduction in our simulations. No data are presently available on the num-171

ber of egg batches an individual anchovy spawns in a given environment; we172

studied the possibility to use the condition factor as a proxy for this number.173

Weight W (g) has contributions from the structure (WV ), the reserve (WE) and174

the reproduction buffer (WER
). Thus, weight is not an explanatory variable in175

the standard DEB model, but is useful to calibrate and/or validate the model176

(Kooijman et al., 2008). It is defined as follows:177

W = WV + WE + WER
(1)
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= dV V +
E + ER

ρE

(2)

where V (cm3) is the structural volume, E (J) the reserve energy, ER (J) the178

reproduction energy buffer, dV the density of the structural volume (g cm−3)179

and ρE the energy content of one gram of reserve (J g−1). In the model, the180

reserve and the reproduction buffer have the same composition and therefore181

the same energy content.182

We also defined the condition factor K as the ratio of the total weight W and183

the weight of the structure WV :184

K =
W

dV V
= 1 +

E + ER

dV ρEV
(3)185

In the DEB context, the condition factor K indicates the state of the indi-186

vidual in terms of reserve and reserve allocated to reproduction per gram of187

structure. We studied the weight-length relationship and the relationship be-188

tween length and the condition factor K for the Bay of Biscay anchovy in the189

data and compared them with our simulation results in variable environmental190

conditions (see the Simulation design section).191

3.3 Forcing variables: temperature and food density192

The annual temperature cycle is obtained from the outputs of the 3D hydro-193

dynamical model MARS3D applied to the French continental shelf (0-200m194

isobaths, and from the Spanish coast to 48◦N) over the period 1999-2003.195

Details on MARS3D can be found in Planque et al. (2004) and Lazure and196

Dumas (2008). We assumed that juveniles live in the 0-20 m layer and ex-197

perience the average temperature of this layer until they recruit to the adult198

population (Petitgas et al., 2004). Adults are then supposed to experience the199

average temperature of the water column; anchovy forms schools close to the200

bottom during day time and disperses at surface during night time (Massé,201

1996).202

The average annual cycle of primary production was given by a biogeochemical203

model coupled to MARS3D (Loyer, 2001; Huret et al., 2007b). Zooplankton204

is the main diet of the Bay of Biscay anchovy (Plounevez and Champalbert,205

1999). We used the primary production as a proxy for zooplankton biomass206

(e.g. Ware and Thomson, 2005).207

We fitted a Fourier series to the outputs of the biogeochemical model to have208

simple analytical functions of the forcing variables (temperature, surface tem-209
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perature and food density). This allowed a substantial reduction of the com-210

putation time during the parameter estimation procedure.211

3.4 Parameter estimation212

In a context of little information on the Bay of Biscay anchovy physiology, we213

scaled the reserve and the reproduction buffer to remove the ’energy’ dimen-214

sion (see Eqs 1 to 3, Appendix A). This scaling procedure reduced the number215

of degrees of freedom for the parameter estimation (Kooijman et al., 2008).216

Anchovy was assumed to be isomorphic. We obtained an approximate value217

of the shape coefficient by fitting a weight-length relationship of the type218

W = (δL)3 to the juvenile data. We neglected the contribution of the reserve219

to the total weight and considered that juveniles have no reserve available for220

reproduction (ER = 0). We found the shape coefficient equal to 0.172 (n = 148,221

p < 0.001). The (physical) length at puberty was 9 cm, which corresponded to222

the smallest fish caught with active gonads during the spring surveys. Hence,223

LV p the (volumetric) length at puberty was 9× 0.172 = 1.548 cm.224

We used the Arrhenius temperature, TA (K), to express the effects of temper-225

ature on biological rates, and we assumed all rates were affected in the same226

way (Kooijman, 2000). Regner (1996) obtained the following relationship be-227

tween egg development time D (d) and temperature T (K) for E. encrasicolus :228

D = 1788.42(T − 273)−2.29. When plotting ln(1/D) against 1/T , we obtained229

the value of TA = 9800 K, the slope of the linear regression (n = 14, r2 = 0.99)230

(see Eq. 4 and Kooijman, 2000, pp.53–54).231

Motos et al. (1996) reported that Bay of Biscay anchovy mainly spawned232

when sea surface temperature ranged between 14 and 18◦C, but spawning233

could occur at 13◦C (Irigoien et al., 2007). The temperature threshold TR to234

start batch preparation was set at 13◦C (= 286 K) which corresponded to235

mid-April for the upper 20 m using MARS3D outputs.236

To estimate the other model parameters such as the saturation constant XK ,237

the energy conductance v, the somatic maintenance rate coefficient kM , the238

investment ratio g, the fraction of mobilized reserve allocated to growth and239

maintenance κ, the scaled energy density of one batch [UB] and the scaled en-240

ergy content of the reserve {pAm}/ρE, we used a minimization algorithm with241

a defined simulation setting. We used a Nelder-Mead method implemented242

in the Matlab routine ’nmregr’ of the DEBtool software (Kooijman, 2008).243

This routine minimized the weighted sum of squares deviation between model244

predictions and observations.245

We compared model predictions to the following observations: (1) length-at-246
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age and (2) weight-at-length in spring for adults, (3) an average number of247

batches per individual NB equal to 20 batches per season (Motos, 1996), (4)248

a relative batch fecundity FV of 600 eggs/cm3 (after Motos, 1996) and (5) a249

maximum length of 26 cm (Pecquerie, 2007). Parameter estimates are given250

in Table 2.251

[Table 2 about here.]252

Model predictions were obtained by running the model for an individual253

hatched on June 1st which lived until the end of the spawning season at age 3.254

This individual experienced average annual environmental conditions (Figs. 2a255

and b). Initial conditions at time t0 were set at metamorphosis at the age of 65256

days (Ré, 1996). The (physical) length at metamorphosis L(t0) = Lj, where257

subscript j refers to metamorphosis, was 4 cm (LV (t0) = 0.688 cm). The258

scaled reserve density e(t0) = ej = [Ej]/[Em] with [Ej] the reserve density259

at metamorphosis (J cm−3) and [Em] the maximum reserve density (J cm−3)260

(see Eq. 1, Appendix A) was equal to the scaled functional response f(t0). The261

model was however not sensitive to the initial condition for ej (not shown).262

The reproduction buffer UR(t0) was empty as the individual was a juvenile.263

3.5 Simulation design264

We designed three simulations to study the properties of the model under265

different environmental scenarios. Model properties were validated using an266

average annual environmental cycle (Simulation 1) and under starving condi-267

tions (Simulation 2). We then evaluated the impact of different environmental268

conditions before the spawning season on individuals that have the same length269

at the beginning of the spawning season (Simulation 3).270

3.5.1 Simulation 1: Effect of hatching dates on growth and reproduction pat-271

terns in a seasonal environment272

The objectives were twofold: (i) evaluate the impact of hatching dates on the273

spawning pattern of the individuals the following year and (ii) validate the274

model by comparing the variability in the model outputs with the variability275

of the observed values. We compared results for the individual hatched during276

the peak of the spawning season (June 1st) - that we used to calibrate the277

model parameters - with the results for two individuals that lived in the same278

environment but that hatched early (April 1st) and late (August 1st) in the279

spawning season.280

The temperature and food conditions for the simulation are given in Figs. 2a281

and b. Food and temperature varied seasonally but there was no inter-annual282
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variation. The three individuals were juveniles at the beginning of the sim-283

ulation with the same initial conditions: L(t0) = 4 cm, e(t0) = f(t0) at the284

beginning of the simulation and UR(t0) = 0 cm2 d. We evaluated growth in285

length and weight for the three individuals that we compared to the length-286

and weight-at-age observed spring (see Data section). We also examined the287

changes of the condition factor during each of the spawning season (three288

spawning seasons per individual).289

[Fig. 2 about here.]290

3.5.2 Simulation 2: Effect of temperature and individual length on the use291

of reserve allocated to reproduction to cover maintenance requirements292

under starvation conditions293

The objectives were the followings: (i) evaluate the dynamics of the reserve294

under starvation conditions for individuals of different sizes at different tem-295

perature levels and (ii) validate the model predictions with the experiment of296

Hunter and Macewicz (1985). During this experiment, female anchovies (E.297

mordax ) were kept without food at 16◦C and atresia was observed after three298

days of starvation.299

In this simulation, each individual experienced a constant temperature for 20300

days during which the food index was set to X = 0 (Figs. 2c and d). We301

considered eight temperature levels from 10 to 24◦C and for each temperature302

level four different initial lengths were considered: 9, 13, 18 and 21 cm. The303

individuals were adults at the beginning of the simulation with a scaled energy304

density e(t0) = 1, as if they were fed ad libitum before the beginning of the305

experiment ; the level of reserves in the reproduction buffer was function of the306

structural volume of the individual (UR(t0) = 170 × V ), which corresponded307

to an average value for the individuals in Simulation 1 prior to the beginning308

of the spawning season. We evaluated the time at which individuals started to309

use the reserve allocated to reproduction to cover maintenance requirements310

under starvation conditions.311

3.5.3 Simulation 3: Effect of the environmental conditions preceding spawn-312

ing on the duration of the spawning season313

The objectives of this simulation were to evaluate (i) the inter-annual variabil-314

ity and (ii) the inter-individual variability of the spawning season for groups315

of individuals of different lengths that experienced different environmental316

conditions prior to the spawning season.317

The average temperatures and food indices we used for this simulation are318

shown in Figures 2e and f. We were interested in the spawning seasons of four319
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different years from 2000 to 2003. We simulated the growth and reproduction320

of the individuals starting August 15th of the year that preceded the spawning321

season of interest. Environmental conditions were the same for each individual322

after May 1st: we used the climatology of the environmental conditions for the323

period 2000-2003 given by the hydrodynamical and the biogeochemical mod-324

els. Before May 1st, we assumed individuals were moving within the area we325

considered (South Bay of Biscay) and hence were experiencing different envi-326

ronmental conditions. To generate different environmental conditions for each327

individual, we added some white noise to the temperature and food functions.328

This white noise was a random number chosen from a normal distribution329

with mean 0 and a standard deviation equal to the standard deviation of the330

outputs of the environmental model for the area of interest. When negative331

values were generated, they were set to 0. We then smoothed these functions332

(temperature and food) with a 5-day moving average to add autocorrelation,333

assuming the environment of a particular day is correlated to the environment334

some days before and after this date.335

For each period (1999-2000 to 2002-2003), we considered a group of individuals336

with 12 different length classes, from 8 to 19 cm, at the beginning of the exper-337

iment. Each length class had the same number of individuals (30 individuals)338

to evaluate inter-individual variability. At the beginning of the simulation, in-339

dividuals were adults but they had an empty reproduction buffer (UR(t0) = 0340

cm2 d) as the simulation started at the end of the (previous) spawning sea-341

son (Motos, 1996). Their scaled reserve density was in equilibrium with the342

environment (e(t0) = f(t0)).343

From our simulations, we evaluated the egg production per day during the four344

different spawning seasons. We examined the simulated length distribution in345

mid-May of the different ’populations’ as well as the condition factor of the346

individuals just prior to the first spawning. Simulated condition factor values347

were compared to the range of observed values. We finally determined from our348

simulation the inter-individual variability in terms of number of egg batches349

released during the spawning season for two particular length classes (14 and350

18 cm individuals in May) to evaluate how different could be the spawning351

pattern of individuals of the same size in May but that experienced different352

environmental conditions prior to the spawning season.353
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4 Results354

4.1 Simulation 1: Hatching dates generated variability among individuals in355

growth and reproduction traits at age 1356

4.1.1 Average growth and reproduction patterns in a seasonal environment357

for an individual hatched during the peak of the spawning season358

We were successful in finding a set of parameters (Table 2) for which the model359

reproduced both the growth pattern in spring and the reproduction pattern360

described in the Parameter estimation section for an individual hatched dur-361

ing the peak of the spawning season (June 1st). The simulated average length-362

and weight-at-age of an individual in May were consistent with the length-363

and weight-at-age observed at the same period during surveys (Fig. 3). The364

three spawning seasons we simulated spanned over April-July (Table 3) with a365

number of egg batches per season ranging between 20 and 31 batches per sea-366

son spawned every three or four days and an average relative batch fecundity367

FV of 720 eggs per batch per unit of structure (Table 3), which was consistent368

with observations from Motos et al. (1996) and Motos (1996).369

[Fig. 3 about here.]370

[Table 3 about here.]371

Using the forcing variables (food and temperature) given in Figs. 2a and b,372

the model simulated a seasonal growth in length with no growth during winter373

(Fig. 3a). The larger the individual, the longer the non-growing period. This374

period lasted 76 days the first winter when the individual was 11.2 cm and375

doubled the second winter (135 days) when the individual was 16 cm, although376

the winter conditions were the same. The simulated growth in weight was also377

seasonal with no significant variation in winter (Fig. 3b). During the spawning378

season, the individual significantly lost weight at ages 2 and 3 (22% on average)379

but not at age 1 as the individual was still substantially growing (Fig. 4b).380

We found that two third of the energy used for reproduction was stored before381

the spawning season (Table 3), which is in agreement with the estimations of382

Hunter and Leong (1981) for Northern anchovy E. mordax. The individual383

spawned on average 25 batches of eggs per spawning season but fewer batches384

of eggs at age 1 compared to age 2 and 3. Age-1 spawning season was at385

least one month shorter (until mid-June) compared to age-2 and -3 spawning386

seasons (until the end of July and mid-July respectively) (Table 3), which387

is in agreement with observations from Motos (1996). We also simulated an388

average batch fecundity F of 8 000, 17 000 and 20 000 eggs at age 1, 2 and 3389

respectively, which reproduced the observations that large females spawn more390
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batches of eggs with a larger batch fecundity F than small individuals (Table391

3; Motos, 1996). It is noteworthy that at age 3, the individual had a slightly392

shorter spawning season than at age 2: mobilization of reserve is inversely393

proportional to the length of the individual (see Eq. 1) and individuals close394

to their asymptotic size allocate less energy to the reproduction buffer.395

4.1.2 Condition factor depended on individual length396

We found a significant relationship between the condition factor and the length397

of the individual in the data, K = 0.03L + 0.82 (n = 847, p < 0.001, Fig. 4a).398

Only 20% of the variability of the condition factor was explained by the length399

of the individuals (r2 = 0.2). We also found in our simulation that the average400

condition factor K over the spawning season was an increasing function of the401

length of the individual (Fig. 4b). It is noteworthy that the simulated condition402

factor showed a decrease as the season progressed at all ages (Fig. 4b) and the403

range of simulated values was comparable to the range of observed values.404

[Fig. 4 about here.]405

4.1.3 Effect of hatching dates still visible at age 1406

In a seasonal environment, an individual hatched late in the season did not407

compensate its growth delay the following spring (Fig. 3a). The individuals408

hatched early in the season, during the peak and at the end of the spawning409

season were 13.7 cm, 13 cm and 11.5 cm respectively on May 15th of the410

following year (Fig. 3a). The individual hatched late in the season compensated411

most of its growth delay during its second year. The three individuals were all412

17.8 cm in May at age 3 (Fig. 3a).413

Hatching dates also generated inter-individual variability in the condition fac-414

tor values (Fig. 4b) and the spawning pattern at age 1: the individual hatched415

early in the season spawned 22 times during its first spawning season while416

the two individuals hatched during the peak and late in the season spawned417

20 and 14 times respectively. Hatching dates hardly influenced age-2 and -3418

spawning seasons.419

4.2 Simulation 2: Validation of the dynamics of the reserve by simulating420

starvation conditions421

We estimated that reserves available for reproduction were used to cover main-422

tenance costs after 3-4 days of starvation at 16 ◦C (Fig. 5), which is fully con-423

sistent with the observations of Hunter and Macewicz (1985) who observed424
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atresia after three days of starvation at the same temperature in females E.425

mordax. Hence, we were able to validate both the rate at which reserve was426

depleted under starvation conditions and the ability of the model to regulate427

the reserves available for reproduction under limiting food conditions.428

[Fig. 5 about here.]429

Under starving conditions, the higher the temperature, the more rapidly the430

reserve was depleted and the earlier the individuals required energy from the431

reproduction buffer to pay maintenance costs. At 10◦C, the reserve was not432

sufficient to cover maintenance requirements after an average period of 7.5 days433

under starving conditions (Fig. 5) but this time period depended on the length434

of the individual: nine days for an 9 cm individual and six days for a 21 cm435

individual. At 24◦C, all the individuals started to use their reserves allocated436

to reproduction to pay maintenance costs after two days of starvation.437

4.3 Simulation 3: Duration of the spawning season depended on individual438

length but also on environmental conditions encountered prior to the439

spawning season440

4.3.1 Winter conditions in 2001 in particular and in 2003 led to shorter441

spawning seasons442

Using different environmental conditions prior to the spawning season in our443

simulation, we found that conditions in 2000 and 2002 led to similar spawning444

durations (May to August) and similar egg production which corresponded445

to a total average of 610 000 eggs per individual during the season (Fig. 6).446

Spawning seasons in 2001 and 2003 were shorter with a spawning season ending447

one month and half earlier in 2001 compared to both 2000 and 2002. Egg448

production at the peak of the season was also 25% less in 2001 compared to449

both 2000 and 2002.450

[Fig. 6 about here.]451

4.3.2 Average individual length is smaller in 2001 at the beginning of the452

season453

A shorter spawning season in our simulation is linked to a smaller average454

individual length at the beginning of the spawning season (Figs. 6 and 7).455

An ANOVA study of the length distributions of the four different simulated456

periods showed that the average simulated length in May 2001 was significantly457

different from the average length in 2002 and 2003 respectively (p < 0.001 in458

both cases) (Figs. 7c, d and e).459
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[Fig. 7 about here.]460

4.3.3 Condition factor as a proxy for the number of egg batches per individual461

We found a linear positive relationship between the condition factor K of an462

individual prior to the spawning season and the number of egg batches NB463

that it released during the spawning season (Fig. 8). The condition factors464

prior to the first spawning were on average the same in 2000 and 2002 (K =465

1.6) but higher than in 2001 and 2003, with individuals in 2001 having the466

lowest average condition factor (K = 1.3; Fig. 8). This was in agreement with467

the shorter spawning season in 2001 (Fig. 6).468

[Fig. 8 about here.]469

4.3.4 Individuals of the same length can have different spawning patterns470

We obtained a large variability in condition factors at the beginning of the471

spawning season (Fig. 4c). The range of the simulated values compared well472

with the data (Fig. 4a). Although the average K value was on average higher473

than the average observed value, we calculated these values just prior the first474

simulated spawning whereas observations were carried out during the spawn-475

ing season when the condition factor had already decreased due to previous476

spawnings.477

We found particularly interesting that the number of egg batches spawned per478

individual was highly variable for a given length class both within and among479

years (Fig. 9). We focused on the 14 and 18 cm length classes but this pattern480

was also observed for the range of simulated length as shown by the variabil-481

ity of condition factors for a given length class in Fig. 4c. Furthermore, the482

variability of the number of egg batches per individual was larger for the large483

individuals (Figs. 4c and 9). Individuals of 14 cm and 18 cm spawned between484

12 and 25 egg batches and between 8 and 34 egg batches respectively, all years485

confounded. It is noteworthy that in 2001, individuals relatively different in486

lengths (14 and 18 cm) spawned on average the same number of egg batches487

(Fig. 9).488

[Fig. 9 about here.]489

5 Discussion490

In the present study, we aimed at studying in a mechanistic way how the491

spawning pattern of a small pelagic fish with indeterminate fecundity was im-492
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pacted by variable environmental conditions. We developed our model in the493

framework of the DEB theory and to our knowledge, this is the first spawning494

model for fish with indeterminate fecundity. We simulated the growth and re-495

production of an individual fish depending on the environmental conditions it496

encountered, and in particular the date of each spawning event, the batch fe-497

cundity and the egg energy content per batch. Calibrated for the Bay of Biscay498

anchovy for the period 2000-2005, the model successfully reproduced the main499

features of individual growth and reproduction in this area. Furthermore, we500

found that individuals of the same length can spawn substantially different501

numbers of egg batches both within and among years if the environmental502

conditions they encountered prior to the spawning season differed. This vari-503

ability increased with the length of the individual. Although individual length504

can be used as a qualitative proxy for the spawning duration of an individual505

(i.e. a large individual would have a longer spawning duration than a small506

individual), our study demonstrated that the study of the environmental con-507

ditions encountered by the individuals prior to the spawning season is critical508

if we aim at predicting quantitatively the duration of the anchovy spawning509

season each year.510

5.1 Model properties are consistent with known growth and reproduction pat-511

terns in fish512

5.1.1 Properties of the model in a constant environment513

In a constant environment, the model first reproduces a von Bertalanffy growth514

and provides a physiological interpretation of von Bertalanffy parameters515

(Kooijman, 2000). Second, the model reproduces two other common obser-516

vations in fish studies: a positive relationship between the (Fulton) condition517

factor and the length of the individuals (Froese, 2006) and large individuals518

spawn more eggs than small individuals. In the context of the DEB theory,519

the latter actually provides a mechanism for the former observation.520

As a matter of fact, we defined a condition factor K (Eq. 3) that is comparable521

to the Fulton’s condition factor KF = βW/L3 with β = 100 cm3 g−1 (Froese,522

2006). Our condition factor K relates to KF as follows: K = (βdV δ3)−1KF .523

Being an increasing function of length is a well-known property of the Fulton’s524

condition (Froese, 2006). If the weight of an individual is described by an525

allometric function W = aLb, then KF = βaLb−3 which is indeed an increasing526

function of length if b > 3.527

The relationship between individual length and the condition factor appears528

in constant environmental conditions as Eq. 3 simplifies greatly. DEB theory529

assumes that the reserve density of an individual is constant: [E] = E/V =530
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f [Em], with f the scaled functional response and [Em] the maximum reserve531

density (J cm−3). Eq. 3 becomes532

K = 1 +
1

dV ρE

(f [Em] + [ER]) (4)533

with [ER] = ER/V , the density of the reserve allocated to reproduction. At534

constant food, [ER] is a polynomial of the third degree in length with positive535

coefficients (see Eq. 3, Appendix A), i.e. large individuals accumulate more536

reserves for reproduction relative to their length than do small individuals.537

Although Hensen (1899, in Froese 2006) dismissed the measure of KF as having538

no obvious advantage because it depends on the length of the individual, we539

suggest K and KF (prior to spawning) can be interpreted as a proxy for the540

amount of energy invested into reproduction in a constant environment.541

5.1.2 Properties of the model in a dynamic environment542

The amount of reserves available for spawning is regulated, i.e. is reduced, ac-543

cording to the limiting conditions an individual encountered during the spawn-544

ing period (Simulation 2) or during winter conditions (Simulation 3). Atresia545

phenomenon, which is widely observed in fish and which reduces individual546

fecundity both in determinate and indeterminate fecundity species, can thus547

be modeled mechanistically according to the state of the individual and the548

conditions it encounters. In this model, the state variable ER can be compared549

with the notion of reversible mass developped by Claessen et al. (2000) and550

applied recently in van de Wolfshaar et al. (2008). However, our approach dif-551

fers significantly from e.g. Jørgensen and Fiksen (2006). Our rule for energy552

allocation to reproduction is fixed, i.e. depends on the environment and the553

state of the individual but does not make use of a rule that maximizes fitness554

in a given environment, and hence does not require the definition of a fitness555

index.556

Egg size and egg energy content are also known to vary among female fish557

in natural populations (e.g. Kjesbu et al., 1996; Heins et al., 2004). It has558

been interpreted as an adaptation of the female to the temperature condi-559

tions experienced by larvae (Kjesbu et al., 1996; Heins et al., 2004): a large560

egg results in a larger length at hatching which increases the survival of the561

larvae in unfavorable conditions at the beginning of the spawning season. The562

reproduction module we developed simulates variations in egg energy content563

according to the state of the female, i.e. the model reproduced a maternal564

effect, with well-fed females producing eggs with higher energy content. This565

mechanism offers a new interpretation to this decrease in egg size during the566

season that is not based on an optimization argument if the food conditions567

of the females decrease as the spawning season progresses. To validate our568
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assumption requires further data acquisition on egg energy content together569

with individual lengths and conditions.570

Fish species with indeterminate fecundity are able to develop new batches of571

eggs as the season progresses and eventually produce more batches if the con-572

ditions during the spawning season are favorable. Thus, we needed to define573

an internal trigger to end spawning to allow the production of more batches if574

conditions permit: if reserves available for reproduction are exhausted, spawn-575

ing stops. And this availability of reserves for reproduction depended on two576

continuous fluxes during the spawning season: the allocation of reserves to577

reproduction and the use of these reserves to produce eggs. This component578

of the model was key to generate variability of spawning patterns and could579

be applied to other multiple-batch species with indeterminate fecundity.580

5.2 Impact of the environment on the growth of the Bay of Biscay anchovy581

5.2.1 Average growth in a seasonal environment582

Our model not only captured common pattern in fish but also the average583

growth and reproduction patterns of the Bay of Biscay anchovy quantitatively.584

A calibration of the parameters made on different datasets still produced a585

goodness of fit with the length- and weight-at-age observed in spring for the586

different age classes of the Bay of Biscay anchovy. In particular, the fast ju-587

venile growth was captured by assuming that the juveniles are present in the588

upper layer of the water column in summer-early autumn, which was observed589

during the JUVAGA surveys (Petitgas et al., 2004). During the juvenile pe-590

riod, the temperature of the upper layer was on average three degrees higher591

than the temperature averaged over the first 150m (Fig. 2a), which greatly592

enhanced growth assuming food quantity was sufficient.593

5.2.2 Variability in length among individuals594

We showed that individual length determines the potential for the reserves595

available for reproduction an individual can store in a non limiting environ-596

ment. Therefore, elucidating the factors that generate variability in growth is597

critical to understand the potential variability of the spawning pattern of the598

Bay of Biscay anchovy.599

By simulating differences in hatching dates in a seasonal environment, we600

obtained a substantial variability of length the following year (Fig. 3a). This601

suggests that the large observed variability in length at age 1 in the data might602

be explained by the duration of the previous spawning season. However, the603

variability in length-at-age decreased at age 2 and age 3 in Simulation 1 as604
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the individuals experienced the same seasonal environment.605

By contrast, we generated significant differences among years in average lengths606

by assuming an implicit random spatial distribution of the individuals (Simula-607

tion 3; Fig. 7). Environmental scenarios that would take explicitly into account608

the spatial variability of the environmental conditions could hence generate609

the observed variability in lengths at age 2 and 3. Further simulations may610

also take genetic differences among individuals into account. Body size scaling611

relationships that apply among species (Kooijman, 2000) could be applied at612

the population level, i.e. maximum length LV m could differ among individuals.613

In the same environment, individuals would therefore have different growth614

patterns, even at age 2 and 3.615

5.3 Impact of the environment on the condition and the reproduction pattern616

of the Bay of Biscay anchovy617

5.3.1 Condition factor as a proxy for the number of egg batches per individual618

In natural conditions, the condition factor in spring is still positively correlated619

with length, although the relationship only explained 20% of the observed620

variability. In the data collected by Ifremer in spring for the Bay of Biscay621

anchovy, we found W = 0.0042L3.2 (n = 4404, p < 0.001). As mentioned in the622

previous section, having a coefficient b = 3.2 is in agreement with the positive623

relationship that we found between K and the length of the individuals in624

the data (Fig. 4a). It should also be noted for comparison purposes that our625

condition factor is almost twice as high as the Fulton’s condition factor (K =626

1.97KF ) using parameter values in Table 2.627

Results of the present study showed that even when the environmental con-628

dition are not constant, the condition factor K can be used as a quantitative629

indicator of the number of spawning events per individual (Figs. 4 and 8). The630

results of Simulations 1 and 3 suggest that the variability in the condition fac-631

tor observed in the data for a given length could be explained by two factors:632

(i) individuals are observed at different moments of their spawning season633

(beginning or end of the season, see Simulation 1, Fig. 4b) and (ii) individu-634

als may have been limited in food during winter and have used their reserves635

allocated to reproduction for survival before the start of the spawning season636

(Figs. 4c and 9).637

It should be noted that reserve had a limited contribution to the total weight638

compared to the reproduction buffer and the structure (not shown), which639

validated our procedure to estimate the shape coefficient δ and allowed us to640

use the condition factor at the beginning of the spawning season as a proxy641

for the number of spawning events per individual. Experiments in controlled642
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conditions with varying food levels would confirm the relative contributions643

of reserve, structure and reserves available for reproduction to the weight of644

an individual (Kooijman et al., 2008).645

5.3.2 Impact of the environment on the variability of the anchovy spawning646

pattern647

Our objective was to evaluate to which extent the spawning pattern of the Bay648

of Biscay anchovy could vary among years and which factors could generate649

this variability. We found that differences between years might be explained650

by different length distributions at the beginning of the spawning season,651

but also by the different individual life histories that determined the actual652

energy available for reproduction at the beginning of the spawning season.653

Although the variability of number of batches per season cannot be observed654

at the individual level in natural conditions, we made the assumption that the655

simulated variability we obtained for the Bay of Biscay anchovy was realistic656

for the three following reasons: the model compared well quantitatively with657

the average reproductive traits described by Motos (1996) (Simulation 1, Table658

2), we reproduced a large part of the observed variability in the condition factor659

(Fig. 4) and atresia phenomenon was well reproduced (Simulation 2, Fig. 5).660

If an adult population is mainly composed of Age 1 individuals during the661

spawning season, as it used to be the case for the Bay of Biscay anchovy before662

the sharp recruitment decline the recent years (ICES, 2006), we showed that663

the variability in the number of spawning events per individual might be high.664

Hatching dates had a substantial impact on the condition of the individuals at665

the beginning of the spawning season (Fig. 4b) and hence on the subsequent666

spawning season. Only few more months of favorable growth in spring-summer667

made the difference as anchovy is a fast-growing species. It allowed the older668

individuals to reach the length at puberty early in autumn and to accumulate669

substantial reserves for their first reproduction.670

Our results also showed that the length of the individual was a qualitative671

but not a quantitative indicator of the number of spawning events per indi-672

vidual (Fig. 9). An individual could reach a certain size but then experience673

limiting conditions that impact on its subsequent spawning season. Part of674

the variability in the number of spawning events per individual would have675

been missed if we did not track growth together with the amount of reserves676

available for reproduction at the individual level. We evaluated that two third677

of the reserves available for reproduction were stored during the period pre-678

ceding the spawning season. Hence, we focused our scenarios analysis to this679

period. We showed that, as it is the case for determinate fecundity species,680

limiting food conditions distant in time from the spawning season can regulate681

the number of spawning events per individual for multiple-batch spawners.682
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Furthermore, we showed that the variability of the number of batches per683

season increased with the length of the individual in a variable environment.684

We explained this observation by the fact that a large individual has a greater685

ability to store reserves for reproduction but its maintenance requirements686

are also higher. Hence, in a limiting food conditions, a large individual would687

use more reserves previously stored for reproduction to cover its maintenance688

requirements.689

5.4 Future work690

To better understand how the environment can generate different spawning691

patterns among years, we suggest two areas where the model and its appli-692

cation to the Bay of Biscay anchovy could be further improved: (i) a more693

mechanistic approach to simulate the start of the reproduction period and (ii)694

a better description of the magnitude of the variations of the food conditions695

for the Bay of Biscay anchovy.696

We had simple rules to trigger the spawning season by starting the allocation of697

energy to the eggs at a temperature threshold. Hence, we did not reproduce the698

pattern where large individuals start spawning earlier than small individuals699

(Motos, 1996). To reproduce this pattern, we could describe egg maturation700

in a more mechanistic way - at the cost of additional parameters - by letting701

the energy allocation to eggs be a function of the structural volume.702

The validation of the storage and the use of reserves at a higher temporal703

resolution requires more information on the food availability and the state of704

the individuals. In particular, the identification of the food-limited periods is705

critical and may change some parameter values, and the primary parameters706

that determine [Em] = {pAm}/v, the maximum reserve density in particular.707

For instance, Dubreuil and Petitgas (2009) recently studied the energy content708

and the dry weight of individual anchovy in the Bay of Biscay area collected709

during three different months - March, May and September of two recent years.710

This type of data could be included in future work on anchovy and other711

species but a careful attention should be paid first to the water composition712

of the different state variables of a DEB model as there is a linear relationship713

between the energy density and the water content of the whole organism in fish714

in general (Hartman and Brandt, 1995) and for the Bay of Biscay in particular715

(Dubreuil and Petitgas, 2009).716

Further environmental scenarios could consider more food limiting conditions717

during winter, but specific rules to survive starvation conditions when the re-718

serves available for reproduction are exhausted might be necessary. Compared719

to Simulation 1 (Fig. 3b), a significant weight loss in winter might then be720
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simulated. Data describing to which extent individuals might lose weight dur-721

ing this period would be very useful to validate the simulations and specify722

these starvation rules.723

Indication of a food-limited period in the Bay of Biscay area at the end of724

the spawning season is given by the analyses of the otolith opacity pattern725

of age-2 individuals. For the 2000-2005 period, between 8 and 50% of these726

otoliths presented a translucent check between the annual rings of the first and727

the second winters (see Petitgas and Grellier, 2003, for the 2000-2002 period).728

As all Age 1 individuals had an opaque otolith border during Ifremer surveys729

in May, we can reasonably assume this check was formed in summer. Using a730

food function that decreases during the spawning season and becomes limiting731

in summer would result in a decrease in egg size in the simulations, a pattern732

that could be (in)validated if egg size data could be collected throughout the733

spawning season.734

Small pelagic species are key components of ecosystem dynamics and world735

fisheries. The timing of the spawning events and the egg energy content might736

play a significant role in the larval survival of these species. In a context737

of rapid climate change, we made a significant step towards a mechanistic738

approach of the impact of the environmental conditions on these reproductive739

traits. Applications of this general framework to other multiple-batch species,740

with determinate or indeterminate fecundity, might help revealing the common741

mechanisms that control the different reproductive traits observed in natural742

fish populations.743
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A Equations of the standard DEB model752

A.1 Scaled state variables753

In our application for the Bay of Biscay anchovy, we used scaled state variables754

to remove the ’energy’ dimension. Equations for non scaled variables are given755

e.g. in Pouvreau et al. (2006). The reserve density [E] = E/V was scaled by the756

maximum reserve density [Em] (J cm−3) and the reproduction buffer by {pAm}757

the maximum surface-area specific assimilation rate (J cm−2 d−1) at a reference758

temperature. The change in scaled reserve density e = [E]/[Em], volumetric759

length LV = V 1/3 (cm), and scaled reproduction buffer UR = ER/{pAm}760

(cm2 d) were defined as follows:761

d

dt
e =

v

LV

(f − e) (1)

d

dt
LV =

v

3(e + g)

(
e− LV

LV m

)
if e ≥ LV

LV m

(2)

= 0 otherwise
d

dt
UR = 0 if LV < LV p (3)

= (1− κ)

[
eL2

V

e + g

(
g +

LV

LV m

)
− L3

V p

LV m

]
if LV ≥ LV p and e ≥ LV

LV m

= (1− κ)

[
eL2

V

e + g

(
g +

LV

LV m

)
− L3

V p

LV m

]
− κL3

V

LV m

otherwise

with f = X/(X +XK) the scaled functional response, X the food density, XK762

the saturation constant, v the energy conductance (cmd−1), g the investment763

ratio, kM the maintenance coefficient (d−1), κ the fraction of the utilization764

rate spent on maintenance plus growth, LV m = v/(kMg) the maximum volu-765

metric length (cm) and LV p the volumetric length at puberty (cm).766

A.2 Temperature767

All physiological rates depend on body temperature. For a species-specific768

range of temperatures, the model considers a temperature effect given by769

p(T ) = exp
(

TA

T1

− TA

T

)
p(T1) (4)770
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where T is the absolute temperature(K), T1 a chosen reference temperature771

(K), TA the Arrhenius temperature (K), p a physiological rate (e.g. ingestion772

rate or respiration rate) (J d−1). Parameters v, kM and {pAm} depend on773

temperature. Thus, the variables and fluxes that were scaled by the parameter774

{pAm} were corrected for temperature effect as well.775

B Equations of the reproduction module776

We specified the equations with non-scaled state variables for generality pur-777

poses. Allocation to the reproduction buffer was initiated at LV = LV p and778

then occurred at rate pR = (1−κ)pC−pJ , with pC the flux of mobilized reserve779

and pJ the maturity maintenance flux (see Fig. 1 and Kooijman, 2000). The780

reproduction module specified the handling rules for the reproduction buffer.781

Batch preparation was initiated if surface temperature exceeded TR. A batch782

was completed if the batch size was equal to E∗
B = min(ER, [EB]L3

V ) (J). The783

rate of batch preparation was given by:784

pB =
κR

λ
[(1− κ)pCm − pJ ] (1)

with pCm = [Em]
vL2

V + kML3
V

1 + 1/g
(2)

with pB the batch preparation rate (J d−1), pCm a flux that was equal to the785

maximum flux of mobilized reserve (J d−1), i.e. as if the individual was fed ad786

libitum (e = 1), (1 − κR) the overhead costs of reproductionandλ a constant787

(λ < 1) that relates to the maximum fraction of the year during which the788

fish would spawn if it was fed at libitum. The rate pB still depended on the789

length of the individual but could not be smaller than pR. This allowed us790

to avoid an unbounded accumulation in the reproduction buffer at abundant791

food. Notice that only in the last batch of the spawning season the batch size792

was smaller than the target size EB = [EB]L3
V .793

At spawning the reproduction buffer made a step down of E∗
B if enough was794

available, else it was fully emptied. With tB denoting the time point at a795

spawning event, we had:796

ER(tB + dt) = ER(tB)− E∗
B (3)

and EB(tB + dt) = 0 (4)

The fecundity per batch (number of eggs) was given by F = E∗
B/E0, with E0797
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(J) the egg energy content. The energy content of an egg depended on the state798

of the female at the time of spawning. As stated by Kooijman (2000, 2009), we799

assumed that an offspring at birth would have the same scaled reserve density800

as the female at spawning ; a well fed female would produce offsprings in good801

condition. Hence, the reserve at birth is given by Eb = ebVb[Em] = eϕVb[Em]802

with the subscript b referring to birth, eb the scaled reserve density at birth, Vb803

the structural volume at birth (cm3) and eϕ the scaled reserve density of the804

mother at spawning. Based on the assumption that the reserve and structure805

dynamics (Eqs. 1 and 2) also apply to embryos in the absence of food intake,806

the routine ’initial_scaled_reserve’ of the freely downloadable software807

DEBtool (Kooijman, 2008) was designed for calculating E0 for different female808

conditions eϕ and parameters values. Further details of this calculation are809

provided in Kooijman (2000, pp.96–108) and Kooijman (2009).810
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Fig. 1. (a) Energy fluxes through an individual at the adult stage following DEB
theory and (b) specific handling rules of the reproduction buffer: somatic mainte-
nance can be paid from the reproduction buffer if κpC − pM < 0 and energy is
allocated from the reproduction buffer to the successive batches of eggs located in
the gonads during the spawning season (the ith batch is represented).
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Fig. 2. Temperature (left) and food index (right panel) used in the three simu-
lations. Simulation 1 (top panel): Individuals experienced the same seasonal (a)
temperature and (b) food conditions. During the juvenile stage, individuals expe-
rienced surface temperature (a, dotted line). Simulation 2 (middle): Individuals
experienced (c) eight different temperature levels (d) without food during 20 days.
Simulation 3 (bottom): Four periods were studied: 1999-2000 to 2002-2003. Indi-
viduals experienced different (e) temperatures and (f) food conditions from August
15th to May 1st (day 500) and same conditions afterwards. Prior to May 1st, a
white noise was added to the forcing functions to add inter-individual variability
(not shown). After May 1st, the climatology of the 1999-2003 period was used. Days
are counted from January 1st of the year preceding a given spawning season.
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Table 1
Assumptions on the use of the reproduction buffer for a multiple-batch spawning
species

(1) If somatic maintenance costs cannot be paid from reserve, they are paid from
the reproduction buffer.

(2) If the reproduction buffer is empty and if the somatic maintenance costs cannot
be paid from reserve, the individual dies.

(3) When the surface temperature reaches a certain threshold TR, batch prepara-
tion starts (external trigger).

(4) The energy density [EB] of a spawned batch is constant, except for the last
batch which empties the reproduction buffer and ends the spawning season
(internal trigger).

(5) Timing of spawning is determined by the time required to fill a batch up to
the threshold [EB]V from the reproduction buffer

(6) The rate of energy allocation from the reproduction buffer to a batch equals
the maximum rate of energy allocation from reserve to the reproduction buffer
of a fish of the current size (to avoid accumulation in the reproduction buffer
in ad libitum conditions).

(7) All eggs in a batch have the same energy content, which depends on the reserve
density of the female at the timing of spawning. Hence, egg energy content can
vary among batches.
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Table 2
Parameter values and initial conditions (at time t0) used to calibrate the parameters.
Rates are given at the reference temperature T1 = 286 K (= 13◦C). Parameters
calibrated during the estimation procedure (see Parameter estimation section) are
noted ’calib.’

Symbol Value Units Definition Reference
TR 286 K Temperature threshold for

spawning
Motos et al. (1996)

TA 9800 K Arrhenius temperature after Regner (1996)
XK 75 Saturation coefficient calib.
kM 0.015 d−1 Somatic maintenance rate coeffi-

cient
calib.

g 6 Investment ratio calib.
v 0.4 cm d−1 Energy conductance calib.
κ 0.65 Fraction allocated to somatic

maintenance + growth
calib.

κR 0.95 Fraction allocated to eggs Kooijman (2000)
[UB] 0.1 d cm−1 Scaled batch reserve density calib.
λ 0.5 Maximum fraction of the year for

spawning
calib.

δ 0.172 Shape coefficient Ifremer surveys a

LV b 0.086 cm Volumetric length at birth after Ré (1996)
LV p 1.548 cm Volumetric length at puberty Ifremer surveysa

dV 1 g cm−3 Structure density van der Veer et al. (2001)
{pAm}/ρE 0.00275 g cm−2 d−1 Scaled reserve to mass converter calib.

a(t0) 65 d Age at metamorphosis Ré (1996)
e(t0) f(t0) Scaled reserve density
LV (t0) 0.688 cm Volumetric length after Ré (1996)
UR(t0) 0 cm2 d Scaled reserve allocated to repro-

duction
a Unpublished data
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Table 3
Description of the average spawning pattern of an individual hatched June 1st as
a function of its age (Simulation 1): season, average length L (cm) and weight W
(g), number of batches NB (#), average batch fecundity F (#), and relative batch
fecundity FV (# cm−3), average spawning period ∆t (d) and proportion of energy
used for reproduction accumulated before the season γ

Season L W NB F FV ∆t γ

Age 1 14 Apr. - 20 Jun. 12.9 13.7 20 7950 724 3 0.64
Age 2 15 Apr. - 31 Jul. 16.6 31.4 31 17035 718 3 0.65
Age 3 15 Apr. - 19 Jul. 17.6 35.8 26 20070 717 4 0.64
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